We investigate how fast, and how effective, photo-carrier excitation can modify the exchange interaction Jex in the prototype Mott-Hubbard insulator. We demonstrate an ultrafast quenching of Jex both by evaluating exchange integrals from a time-dependent response formalism, and by explicitly simulating laser-induced spin precession in an antiferromagnet that is canted by an external magnetic field. In both cases, the electron dynamics is obtained from nonequilibrium dynamical mean-field theory. We find that the modified Jex emerges already within a few electron hopping times after the pulse, with a reduction that is comparable to the effect of chemical doping. PACS numbers: 75.78.Jp,71.10.Fd Magnetic long-range order and the dynamics of spins in magnetic materials is governed by the exchange interaction J ex , the strongest force of magnetism. Because J ex emerges from the Pauli principle and the electrostatic Coulomb repulsion between electrons, it is sensitive to purely nonmagnetic perturbations. This fact implies intriguing and largely unexplored possibilities for the ultrafast control of magnetism by femtosecond laser-pulses, which is currently a very active research area [1] . In principle, laser-excitation can effect J ex by modulating the electronic structure (electron hopping, Coulomb repulsion) and by creating a nonequilibrium distribution of photo-excited carriers (photo-doping). A modification of J ex has been discussed within the context of experiments on manganites [2-4], magnetic semi-conductors [5] , and, using static field gradients, ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices [6, 7] . While it might play a role as well in metallic ferromagnets [8] [9] [10] [11] , ultrafast demagnetization [12] and laserinduced magnetization reversal [13] [14] [15] seem at least partly understood in terms of a given time-independent exchange interaction. Clearly, more theoretical work is needed to understand how effective a modification of J ex under nonequilibrium conditions can be, and how fast J ex can be modified. The latter touches the fundamental question for the timescale at which the description of spin dynamics in terms of an exchange interaction emerges from the full electronic dynamics, before which J ex is not a valid concept at all. Although this question has not been directly addressed in the experiments mentioned above, an investigation of this ultimate limit of spin dynamics is in range using todays femtosecond laser technology.
In general, the exchange interaction arises from a lowenergy description of the electronic states in terms of magnetic degrees of freedom. Recently, Secchi et al. defined the nonequilibrium exchange interaction via an effective action that governs the spin dynamics out of equilibrium, leading to an expression in terms of nonequilibrium electronic Green's functions [16] . Here we apply this framework to the paradigm single band Mott-Hubbard insulator at half-filling, for which the concept of exchange interaction in equilibrium is very well understood. To directly assess the nonequilibrium electron dynamics and evaluate the nonequilibrium Green's functions, we employ nonequilibrium Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT). Previous investigations of the antiferromagnetic phase in the Hubbard model have demonstrated ultrafast melting of long-range order after an interaction quench [17, 18] . Here, we will focus on the excitation with an electric field pulse and weaker excitation strength, to assess the control of the exchange interaction within the ordered phase, and to determine how fast a rigid spin dynamics emerges after the excitation.
Model -In this work we study the antiferromagnetic phase of repulsive Hubbard model at half-filling, Here c † iσ creates an electron at site i with spin σ =↑, ↓ along a given spin quantization axis (the z-axis). The first two terms describe nearest-neighbor hopping t 0 and repulsive on-site interaction U. The third term introduces coupling of the spin S jα = 1 2 σσ ′ c † jσ (σ α ) σσ ′ c jσ ′ to a homogeneous magnetic field B x along the x-axis (α = x, y, z;σ α denote the Pauli matrices). The latter allows us to probe transverse dynamics of the antiferromagnetic order parameter in the y-z plane; the xcomponent of the total spin S x is conserved.
To solve the electron dynamics in the Hubbard model we use nonequilibrium DMFT [19, 20] . Within DMFT [21] , which becomes exact in the limit of infinite dimensions [22] , local correlation functions are obtained from an effective impurity model in which one site of the lattice is coupled to a non-interacting bath. In the presence of a transverse magnetic field B x one must include spin-flip terms in the effective impurity action, which thus takes the form S = S loc − i dt dt
† ∆ σσ ′ (t, t ′ )c σ (t ′ ). Here ∆ σσ ′ (t, t ′ ) is the hybridization function of the bath, that is determined selfconsistently. The impurity model is solved within the perturbative hybridization expansion (non-crossing approximation, NCA), which is reliable in the Mott insulating phase [23] . The incorporation of spin-flip terms ∆ ↑↓ is a straightforward extension to the nonequilibrium DMFT implementation and the NCA, which have been explained in Refs. [20] and [23] . For completeness, we summarize explicit equations in the supplementary material.
Nonequilibrium exchange interactions -For general nonequilibrium situations, the exchange interaction is defined in terms of an effective spin action that reproduces the spin dynamics of the full electronic model. A formal derivation of the spin interaction in such a model has been given by Secchi and coworkers [16] . The essential idea is to define the effective spin action in terms of time-dependent rotations of the spin quantization axes e i (t), as described by HolsteinPrimakov bosons ξ i (t). Starting from the electronic partition function as a path integral over fermionic fields φ, one introduces rotated fermion fields ψ and then expands the action to second order in ξ. The rotated fermionic fields are integrated out, which leads to spin action with an interaction term of the form
′ ) between spin-rotations at different times and different sites i j is expressed in terms of the spin-(σ)-dependent single-particle Green's functions
where
. These formulas are a direct generalization of the equilibrium formalism [24, 25] , which is based on variations of the total (free) energy δE = J ex θ 2 for static spin rotations by a small angle θ. We emphasize that Eq. (2) is valid for arbitrary fast and/or strong fields, apart from neglecting of vertex corrections [16] . In addition, the expressions assume rotations from a collinear state. Reduction of the action with a retarded (two-time) exchange coupling to a spin Hamiltonian with an instantaneous (possibly time-dependent) interaction is possible when the rotations of the quantization axes are much slower than the electron dynamics, and in particular slower than time-dependent fluctuations of the local magnetic moments themselves. Then, we can average over the fast electron dynamics,
Still, J i j (t) contains not only the exchange interactions, but also the time-averaged reduction of the local spin by fluctuations. The 'bare' exchange interactions between spin vectors S i is finally given by
In the regime where a rigid macrospin model is valid, J effective exchange interaction is J ex = j J 0 i j . Using Neel symmetry S 1y,z = − S 2y,z , S 1x = + S 2x we can thus infer the exchange interaction in the canted geometry from the spin dynamics,
The validity of the instantaneous approximation is a fundamental question that is not resolved in general, and which will be partially addressed below by comparison of the two expressions (4) and (5).
Results -We first solve the DMFT equations on the Bethe lattice with a semi-elliptic density of states
. This setup implies a closed-form selfconsistency condition and thus allows us to compute the electronic dynamics to long times, as needed for an accurate evaluation of the integral in Eq. (3). In fact, to evaluate the exchange formulas (2) one typically needs a twice smaller step size in time than to evaluate the Green's functions themselves, because we obtain the self-energy by computing numerical derivates of the Green's functions (see supplementary material).
Before exploring nonequilibrium, it is illustrative to evaluate the exchange interaction (4) in the familiar equilibrium case. For the Mott-insulator at half-filling, the static exchange interaction at zero temperature can be obtained from a perturbation expansion in the hopping, which yields |J a ex | = 2t 2 /U. In Figure 1 , we compare the analytical value |J (5) also takes into account next-nearest neighbor terms. Below we will study nonequilibrium exchange at large values of U. Nevertheless, for moderate U, where retardation effects to the exchange become important, we can still use Eq. (5) as a heuristic measure for J ex , in the sense that it is the best estimate of an instantaneous exchange interaction which is in accordance with an observed spin dynamics.
Next, we generate nonequilibrium electron dynamics by suddenly changing U. It has been demonstrated recently that after an interaction quench the order parameter m quickly relaxes to a quasi-stationary but non-thermal value [17] that is protected from further decay by the slow recombination rate of doublons and holes [26] [27] [28] [29] . This transient state thus resembles properties of a photo-doped system in which charge carriers are created by a short laser pulse. We will refer to the quench-induced change of the doublon and hole densities d and h with respect to their equilibrium values d 0 and h 0 as photo Figure 2 shows the evolution of the time-dependent nonequilibrium exchange interaction (solid line) and order parameter (dashed line) for a quench U = 4 → 8.(A Gaussian window exp(−s 2 /w 2 ) of length w = 10t 0 /π was used in Eq. (3) to ensure a smooth cut off of the upper integration limit.) We find that |J 0 ex |, like m, becomes stationary already on an electronic timescale, which in this case is a few tens of the inverse hopping.
To study how effective the exchange interaction is modified, we evaluate it in the quasi-stationary state after different excitation strengths Fig. 2 show the equilibrium exchange interaction at chemical doping for different temperatures. These results confirm the conclusions obtained from analyzing the electronic spectrum [17] , that properties of the photo-doped state with added doublons and holes resemble those of the chemically doped state with the same total number of carriers: Adding doublons and holes causes an ultrafast quenching of the exchange interaction by an amount comparable to that of chemical doping. The weakening of the antiferromagnetic exchange can qualitatively understood in the limit of large U, where in equilibrium a weak deviation from half-filling favors a ferromagnetic state [30] .
Photo-excitation To further demonstrate the possibility of changing the exchange interaction in a setup that is closer the laser excitation of condensed matter systems, we study the Hubbard model driven by an external electric field. This is implemented for the infinite-dimensional hyper-cubic lattice with density of states D(ǫ) = exp(−ǫ 2 )/ √ π, with the electric field pointing along the body diagonal [20, 31] . Photoexcited carriers are created by a single-cycle pulse E(t) = E 0 sin(ωt) exp(−α(t − t c ) 2 ), t c = π/ω, α = 4.6/t 2 c with a Gaussian envelope and a centre frequency of ω = U. To measure directly the transverse spin dynamics associated with the exchange interaction, we study the system in a canted geometry created by a homogeneous magnetic field B x . Before laser excitation, the system is prepared in equilibrium with a canting angle determined by the balance of the external field and the exchange interaction. When the exchange interaction is changed, this balance will be broken and a spin resonance will be excited. Such spin resonances can in principle be detected experimentally using magneto-optical techniques [1] . In our simulations, we extract the nonequilbrium exchange interaction by comparing the spin dynamics obtained within DMFT to the rigid macrospin model, cf. Eq. Fig. 3 . Similar as for the sudden change of U, a quasi-stationary state is formed after a few tens of the hopping. This relaxation time increases with the excitation density, as the critical excitation for melting the antiferromagnetic order is approached. Furthermore, we find that direct photo-excitation has a similar effect as the interaction quench, i.e. the efficiency of the modification of the exchange interaction is determined by the number of photoexcited carriers. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 , by plotting the extracted exchange interaction in the quasi-stationary state as a function of the photo doping, together with equilibrium calculations in the canted geometry with chemical doping. In the hyper cubic lattice, we observe that photo excitation modifies J c ex slightly stronger than chemical doping. In addition, there is a more pronounced temperature dependence of J c ex in equilibrium. Both effects might be related to a slightly different dynamics of low energy (photo) doped carriers in the Bethe lattice and the hypercubic lattice, where the latter does not have a sharp band edge in the density of states.
In summary, we report that the photo-excitation causes an ultrafast quenching of the exchange interaction. An effectively static exchange interaction can be defined already on the ultrafast time-scale in the order of a few ten inverse hopping times, which is similar to the relaxation time of the order parameter. The reduction of the exchange interaction is comparable to that of a chemically doped state when measured in terms of the total number of excited carriers. These results demonstrate intriguing possibilities to control magnetic order without magnetic fields and can be of direct relevance to experiments on prototype Mott-insulators such as V 2 O 3 . Similar, or even more efficient ways to control J ex under nonequilibrium conditions might be found by extending our work to more complex multi-band systems with different exchange mechanisms.
We 
Supplementary material Implementation of nonequilibrium DMFT with a transverse magnetic field
In the supplementary material we describe in detail how we implement the nonequilibrium DMFT for the antiferromagnetic phase of the Hubbard model in a transverse magnetic field,
Apart from the incorporation of spin-flip terms in the DMFT impurity action and the self-consistency relations, the resulting equations are a straightforward extension of the equations for the paramagnetic phase and the collinear antiferromagnet, which have been described previously [20, 23] .
The impurity model
To describe a magnetically ordered system, we introduce Keldysh Green's functions which are 2 × 2 matrices in spinspace,
Hereψ j is the spinorψ
C is the L-shaped Keldysh contour that extends from 0 to some maximum time t max along the real axis, back to 0, and to −iβ along the imaginary time axis, and
denotes the contour-ordered expectation value for an action S; the action for the lattice model (6) is given byŜ = −i C dtĤ(t). We follow Ref. [20] for the notation for Keldysh Green's and their convolution and time-derivatives along C.
The antiferromagnetic DMFT solution is obtained on a bipartite lattice at and close to half-filling. The local Green's functionĜ α for a site on sub-lattice α = A, B of the bipartite lattice is obtained from an impurity model with action
where H loc,α (t) is the local part of Hamiltonian (6), and ∆ α (t, t ′ ) is the hybridization matrix, which is later determined self-consistently.
In order to compute compute the impurity Green's function
we use the lowest strong-coupling impurity solver [23] (noncrossing approximation, NCA), which is a self-consistent expansion in the hybridization function∆ α (t, t ′ ). The hybridization expansion can be formulated in terms of pseudo-particle propagators G nm , whose flavor indices n, m correspond to the many-body states of the impurity. These propagators satisfy a Dyson equation, with a self-energy S that is given by a diagrammatic expansion in the hybridization function. In the present case, a basis of the local Hilbert space at the impurity model is given by the four states |0 , |σ ≡ c † σ |0 (for σ = ±), and |2 ≡ c † ↑ c † ↓ |0 . Because the H loc and ∆ α (t, t ′ ) allow spin-flip terms, pseudo-particle propagators G nm are only diagonal in particle number of |n and |m , but not in spin. Hence, we introduce three propagators,
, and G
σσ ′ ≡ G |σ ,|σ ′ , and corresponding selfenergies S (n) (t, t ′ ), n = 0, 1, 2. From the the diagrammatic rules for a general multi-orbital case as stated in Ref. [23] , we obtain
Finally, the local Green's function is given by evaluation of the "bubble diagram" [23] 
DMFT self-consistency for the Bethe lattice
For a Bethe lattice with nearest neighbor hopping t i j ≡ t 0 / √ Z in the limit Z → ∞, which has a semi-elliptic density of states D(ǫ) = √ 4 − ǫ 2 /2π for t 0 = 1, the hybridization function is determined by the closed form self-consistency equation [21] 
. The NCA equations together with Eq. (17) provide a closed set of equations that is numerically propagated in time as described in Ref. [20] .
DMFT self-consistency for the hypercubic lattice
To solve the DMFT equation on a cubic lattice with A/B sub-lattice symmetry breaking, we let L ′ denote the magnetic superlattice of points R j , and L is the full lattice with atoms at coordinates r jα = R j + δ α , α = A, B. For example, we can choose L ′ as the A-sublattice of the bipartite cubic lattice, such that δ A = 0, δ B = (1, 0, ...). We then introduce the Fourier transform with respect to the coordinate R j ,
where L ′ is the number points in L ′ , and B ′ is the first Brillouin zone of the magnetic superlattice. To describe the broken symmetry phase, we introduce super-spinorŝ
and corresponding Green's functionŝ
where the second expression is a block-matrix with en-
. With this, the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian (6) can be rewritten as
whereĤ loc,A =Ĥ loc,B =σ x B x andǫ K = ǫ K1 , with the 2 × 2 unit matrix1. The electronic dispersion ǫ K may be timedependent due to inclusion of a external electric field via the Peierls substitution (see below). The Dyson equation has a 4×4-structure,
with the spatially local self energŷ
Numerically, it is convenient to solve the DMFT equations without explicitly solving for the self energy. By introducinĝ
and the lattice Dyson equation is given bŷ
The lattice Dyson equation can be written explicitly for its four 2 × 2 components,
(where we have reinserted the expressions forĜ K,AB and G K,BA into the equations forĜ K,AA andĜ K,BB .) By summing these equations over K and comparing with the impurity Dyson equation, we then obtain an explicit equation for the hybridization function (for α = A, B). For this it is convenient to introduce the momentŝ
Here Eqs. (35) and (37) follow from comparison with the impurity Dyson equation (27) . Combining the two equations, we obtain
from which the hybridization can be determined, thus closing the DMFT self-consistency. Throughout this work we consider magnetic fields along x, perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic order parameter. In this case, the system is invariant under a translation by one lattice constant and spin rotation by π around the axis of the B-field. This symmetry can be used to relate local quantities at the A and B sites, i.e.,Σ
and analogous for the functionsẐ α ,Ĝ α , and∆ α . Explicitly,
This symmetry leads to a considerable reduction of the numerical complexity, because one can make the 4 × 4 Dyson equation (28) 2 × 2 block-diagonal with the basis changê
The symmetry (39) implieŝ
and we haveV
Thus the Dyson equation for the transformed 4 × 4 Green's functionsG
is block-diagonal: When we introduce the notatioñ
(theσ x in the second coefficients are introduced for convenience), the two blocks are obtained by solving two Dyson equations,Ẑ
where we have again used the symmetryẐ B =σ xẐAσx in the second equation. The back-transformation to the original basis,Ĝ K =V †Ĝ KV , giveŝ
The K-summed quantities (33), (34), and (36) are thus obtained asĜ
Here we have used Eqs. (31) and (32) Finally, the summation over K is reduced to an integral over the density of states, as described in Ref. [31] . We consider a cubic lattice with pure nearest neighbor hopping, and an electric field E(t) = E(t) ( 1, 1, 1, . ..) which is pointing along the body-diagonal of the unit cell. Then
where ǫ 0 K andǭ 0 K are band energies in the zero-field case, and A(t) is the vector potential. The equations use a gauge with zero scalar potential, i.e., E(t) = −∂ t A(t), and the unit of the field is hopping/(e × lattice constant). Since all functions depend on K only via ǫ
with the density of states for the reduced zone
Because all points in the full BZ B can be obtained by {K, K + Q} with K ∈ B ′ and Q = (π, π, ...), and because ǫ 
where D(ǫ,ǭ) is the density of states for the full BZ. We will work in the limit of infinite dimensions, with D(ǫ,ǭ) = e −ǫ 2 e −ǭ 2 [31] .
We close with the remark that the DMFT equations conserve the total spin along the direction of B. The magnetic field B x thus determines only the time-independent expectation value of the initial field, while any time-dependence of a homogeneous magnetic field implies a trivial time-dependent rotation of the Green's functions in spin space.
Evaluation the exchange formulas
In this section we describe how we evaluate numerically the exchange interactions [Eq. (2) of the main text] within DMFT. In contrast to the evaluation of the DMFT self-consistency described above, this requires an explicit knowledge of the self energy. Below we discuss how the self energy Σ i (t, t ′ ) is evaluated using numerical derivatives. Once Σ i (t, t ′ ) is computed, the exchange interactions are evaluated by making the appropriate products and convolutions.
Within NCA, the self-consistent solution of the impurity model gives us direct access to the local Green function G i (t, t ′ ) and the hybridization function ∆ i (t, t ′ ) (where possible we omit the spin index σ). Σ i (t, t ′ ) is related to G i (t, t ′ ) and ∆ i (t, t ′ ) by the impurity Dyson equation:
where 1 indicates the delta function δ C (t, t ′ ) on the Keldysh contour. To be able to handle the equal-time discontinuities of the Green's functions and self energies analytically, we write the self-energy as
is the Hartree component of the self-energy and Σ ′ i (t, t ′ ) is the part of the self-energy which is finite at t = t ′ . The Hartree component is computed by invoking a first numerical derivative, indicated as ∂ Nt , which is evaluated only for t = t ′ ± ε. Denoting F i = Σ i * G i we write the Dyson equation as: 
